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EDITORIAL

COMING to college, we enter a strange new
world. We step aside from the noise and
unthoughtfulness of usual living; here we are
to think, our minds and hearts to grow and to
ripen. "Depart from the highway," says St.
Chrysostom, "transplant thyself in some en
closed ground, for it is hard for a tree which
stands by the wayside to keep her fruit till it be
ripe." And from such a way we have departed.
What pleasantrie and wonders await us, what
new realms of work and play, what opportuni
ties and possibilities are ours! The new world
seems boundless, and we ourselves "almost free

in it, with a boundless appetite for experience,
for adventure." There are the experiences and
adventures of the mind, the "perturb'd delight"
brought by thoughts and books, the learning
that, being thought upon, mellowed and made
a part of us, becomes knowledge.
Yet sometimes there are even greater adven
tures than those of the mind; in these college
days—books and studies, to be sure, and the
honest joy that is in them,
"But most those Friends whose much lov'd converse gave
Thy gentle charms a tenfold power to please."
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And above all friends are those with whom we

have gone through school. Ofttimes it is not
that these friends are any kinder or wiser than
others in the world, hut that we come to know
them better. Friendships mellowed by the in

timacy of four long years, "ripened by the
warmth of kindred studies" and understood
with warmth and gratitude and kindliness after
all that we have shared together—the long,long

walks, midnight conversations, tramps in the
rain the sweet seriousness of Retreats,late after

noons upon Inspiration, when we "tired the sun
with talking and sent him down the sky," the
countless jokes and fooleries which only we
could appreciate, the laughter, even the tears.
Gradually the excessive seriousness found

amongst freshmen goes. We come to take our
selves, our views more lightly j our attitude is
touched with humour and tolerance and equa
nimity. College life is to be taken seriously, yes,
but with a seriousness of the "smiling kind."
Ah,if
coming years could but continue as
these days, with like delights of the mind, the
desires and possibilities that seem to know no
bounds, the peace, the friendships, humour and
enthusiasms. Life then would be supremely

dear, and youth truly immortal.

Ramona Clyne
Major: Sociology
Sociology Club

RAMONA CLYNE

Ramona, we find, is one of the few girls
_ whose appearance suits her personality;
most memorable are her lovely eyes,which some
how we feel are the"mirrorof her soul,"and they
are beautiful, gentle, deep blue eyes. "Monie,"
as we have come to call her, is dignified and
graceful, pleasant and good humoured, liking
many things and disliking none intensely. Her
family she loves dearly and counts the hours
spent away from them, and so, though poten
tially she is a traveller, she assures us that only
short trips are to her fancy.
She laughs easily, pleasant, gurgling laugh

ter, and takes a special joy in telling jokes on her
loved sister, Dolores. She delights in letters,
which it seems she is always in the process of
either writing or receiving, and she likes ma
chines and coca-colas.

Then there is her unfailing devotedness. She
is always one to be found at Benediction, and she

is among the few who make "the long daily trek
to Mass."
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Betty Elder
Major: French
French Club

Executive Board '33, '35
Meadouolark Staff '33, '34
Firebrand Staff '36

Spanish Club

Class Vice-President '34

Seven Arts

Student Affairs President '36, I

Delta Alpha Epsilon
Gamma SijTmn

Pi Epsilon Nu
Pi Delta Phi

BETTY ELDER

WHEN first a freshman, Betty seemed a
delicate, studious, somber-eyed girl. But
within a few weeks she was racing down the
hockey field, riding about on her bicycle, and
entertaining us with songs, French, Spanish,
or funny old-fashioned ditties of innumerable
stanzas. Her popularity that year won her the
freshman cup. Generally she makes the most
of her mind, but she has a happy way of study
ing without our being aware of it. She pos
sesses one of the rare personalities that make
both a best friend and a merry companion; her
sane, optimistic philosophy has lightened many
a serious situation, to say nothing of what her
invariable sense of humour has done. She proves
her unselfishness by constantly answering the

telephone and by sharing every possession, from
her bicycle to her bags of bananas. Her mild
and even temper is disturbed only occasionally,
perhaps by an argument on such subjects as
French poetry, ethics, or the Constitution. The
popularity of her freshman year she has never
lost; no honor or no responsibility could alter it.

13

Hazel Garatti
Major: History
Vice-President Stndent Body '36
President Class '35
W. A. A. Board '35

President Spiritual Council
'34, '35

Spanish Club
Delta Alpha Epsilon

HAZEL GARATTI

Hazel was a quiet, pleasant freshman, who
fitted graciously into every phase of col
lege life. She has gone through college making
everyone feel that the world is right. Her
brown eyes twinkle and her laugh is pleasant
and contagious. However, her light-hearted
manner does not mean that she is not serious.

She has held many offices of responsibility. As
head of the Spiritual Council she has had an
amazing way of gathering large and interested
groups. No one could resist her appeal when
she wanted a congregation for charitable offer
ings, or a congregation for compline or for the
Saturday evening Stations of the Cross. As
head of the house regulations committee she has

proved herself a conscientious and able leader.
The lower classmen will remember her as the

genial senior who was always the center of a
group of laughing Meadowlanders. She has
been stern in her capacity as head disciplinarian,
yet her lovely drawling voice and understanding
manner have made her easily approachable for

vague explanations of why a check shouldn't
have been given.
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Peggy Gleason
Major; Chemistrv-Biology
Executive Board '36

Albertus Magnus

Meadowlark Staff '35
Firebrand Staff '35
Class Treasurer '34

Seven Arts

Gamma Sigma
H. O. O. D. Society

PEGGY GLEASON

PEGGY Gleason brought with her from Saint
Rose an awesome reputation which from the

beginning of her freshman year at college con
tinued uninterrupted. Unfortunately few of us
knew her well as freshmen. She awed us. The

high school legend concerning her became veri
fied by the volume of Saint Thomas Aquinas'
Summa in Latin in her room, by her mortifica

tions, her strict attendance at Mass after the first
retreat, her cleverness with clay and dexterity
with the needle; all such and more built up a

reserve between Peggy and her classmates which
time has worn away but which still exists be
tween her and the lower classmen.

It took time and our sophomore year to teach

us that she possessed a ready wit and a thoughtfulness in remembering birthdays and feast

days, surprising in one so busy and so earnest.
We came then to see her sportsmanship in stoop

ing to take part in pranks which her better judgment warned against, her gift and her generosity
in writing for the T^iTebrand and the M-ectdoivlarkj and her infallibility in instructing us in
Church rubrics. All of these have taught us to
admire her.

17
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Elizabeth Herbert
Major: Mathematics
Transferred from University of
California, 1933

Class Treasurer '35

Albertus Magnus
German Club

ELIZABETH HERBERT

Elizabeth has chosen a select circle of best
friends and these friends tell us of her great
generosity, her kindheartedness, her fondness
for children, and her passion for Scotties. We,
her schoolmates, however, see only hints of this
as Elizabeth is, withal, though always pleasant,
amiable and kindhearted, a reserved and digni
fied person who,after her last class on Friday, is
off with no loss of time for her home in Vallejo,

her car amply filled with schoolmates seeking
destinations in the same direction. Obvious to

all are Elizabeth's even temper, her independ

ence and her capability; she knows what she
wants to do and does it, whether it be a problem
in her favorite subject, mathematics, or in her

management as treasurer of the class. And what
is more, whatever it is that she does she does
well.
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Pauline Ivancovich
Major: Art
Transferred from Marin Junior
College, 1933
Student Affairs Board '36
Vice-President of Class '36

Meadotulark Staff '35, '36
Firebrand Staff '35, '36

Little Theatre Workshop
Art Club

PAULINE IVANCOVICH

The first thing we appreciated about Pauline
was her car. This between-town luxury

was untarnished by any reluctant benevolence

in Pauline's good-humored casualness. Then
gradually we learned of her pleasingness as a

companion, of her art, the surprising fact that
this sauntering tweed-coated person was not an

athletic ace—though she does enjoy pitting her
strength against any comer. Here again her
kindness discovered her:striking posters for ma

jor events, delicate designs for spiritual bou
quets, wood-cuts for the Firebrand or Meadonalark.

Pauline's character admits of no circumlocu

tion. Her directness is refreshing but sometimes

breath-taking. There is an unassuming loyalty
about her in which lies one of her greatest

strengths. Strength is perhaps the quality one
remembers of her most vividly, in the impres
sion she makes as a person and in her art.
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Katherine Keith
Major: Sociology
Transferred from University of
California, 1934

Delta Alpha Epsilon
Drama Chib

Sociology Club

KATHERINE KEITH

Katherine is as vivid as she is intelligent.
She has blue eyes which are ever so merry.
Even when her voice grows determined and her

eyes piercing as she argues, there still remains
the twinkle. She loves argument because she
has opinions and ideas; sociology, current his
tory and ethics interest her and furnish matter
worthy of the expression of opinion.
She has intense dislikes, too: boring people,
jazz,aggressive animals; among them the latter

prejudice dates perhaps from a dog bite suf
fered not long ago when she was skating down
the hill near the old hotel. There are Katie's

loves and likes, too, among which abide biog

raphies, swimming, sleep, and anything "soft
and woolly." Many can testify to the small
stuffed furry animals that she has borrowed
for a night or two. Yet despite the sleep and
the woolly animals, she is a practical person
who delights in sociological statistics, and likes
American history better than ancient or mediae
val because when she studies it she doesn't seem

to be romancing; it doesn't seem like a "fairy
tale."
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Marion Leth bridge
Major: Spanish

Transferred from University of California, 1935

MARION LETHBRIDGE

Unfortunately for us, Marion did not
arrive on our campus until her senior year.
Still three years were as nothing before her gen
tle graciousness, and it was only a matter of a
few days before she was one of us.
A tall, slim brunette, she goes quietly and un
obtrusively about her work,always ready to help
a fellow student,and always a rare good listener.
Her soft, pleasant voice is a joy to hear, and
her twinkling brown eyes and low chuckle indi
cate a sense of humour which is verified after

only a few moments conversation. She has been

described, to those who knew her not, as the
"girl who smiles when she studies." Her pleas
ant humour, her sincere and even temper, dur

ing this one year, have made us wish that she
might have been here four.
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Jane Maltman
Mnjor: English
President Class '33

Seven Arts

Student Aflfairs Board '35, '36
Meadoivlark Staff '35, '35
Firebrand Staff '35

Delta Alpha Epsilon
Block "D" Society

Editor Firebrand '36

French Club

JANK MALT MAN
ANE is a small individual who possesses a

J depth

of feeling, a sometimes astonishing

keenness of intellect and an ever varying sense

of humor. All this we might have foretold
when she first arrived at College equipped with
two large volumes of Blackstone, an accordion,
skates, and a somewhat dog-eared hnnersoji.

Today, though Blackstone is forgotten, her
enthusiasms are as intense and as varied ; true,

as a supposedly dignified senior her pranks are
not so obvious, her skates have heen replaced

by the bicycle, and her love for Lmerson,
though still unquenched, has been rivalled by
her love for Dante, Walter Pater, Browning,
and others. Jane loves many things and loves
them intensely and enthusiastically; there is

Wagner, Beethoven, Schubert and such plebian
songs as Tea for Tivo. But perhaps her greatest

pleasure is in satisfying conversation; she has
many friends, real friends of long standing
whom one feels will be her friends forever.

She has a talent for merriment and a gay and

hearty laugh. The study of philosophy and
writing she delights in to the point of serious
ness, and with the publishing of the Firebra7ui
one feels that a wish has been fulfilled.
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Phyllis Maltman
Major: Chemistry-Biology
President of Student Body '36

Albertus Magnus

Student Affairs Board '36
Executive Board '36
Firebrand Staff '36
Meadovilark Staff '36
Class Treasurer'33

Seven Arts

Delta Alpha Epsilon
Block "D" Society
French Club

PHYLLIS MALTMAN

PHIL was a freshman most persons knew not
what to make of. She was quiet, reserved—
yet there were the skating jaunts to town, her
skill in a basketball game, and the perilous allday mid-winter fishing trip in a row boat in the
Bay. A senior, she is marked by the quaint
charm of her appearance, and by a look of quiet
strength. There exists behind her sober dignity
a lively wit and humour, and an undaunted en
ergy. In truth, she is a mingling of scientist
and poet. Her love for bacteriology perhaps
appeals to her love of adventure, her imagina
tion, or a desire to help the world. And her
writing, which abounds in Meadowlarks and
Firebrands^ is ever a delight, be it of foolery,
fact, or beauty. She is practical, though she's
a dreamer. Phil is a lover of solitude and

books, and of her books none take higher rank
than The Essays of Elia^ Pickivick Papersy

and The Compleat Angler. Six hours to her
is ample time for sleeping and she is up early

each morning for Mass. No one dislikes senti
mentality, noise, and argument as much as she.
Her disposition is rare for its goodness, and her
common sense has saved many a day.
29

Virginia Mazzini
Major: History
Vice-President Class '35
Meadoivlark Staff '35
Firebrand Staff '35

Delta Alpha Epsilon
Art Club
Drama Club

Little Theatre Workshop
Block "D" Society

ife

VIRGINIA MAZZINI

Nana,as we ponder the question, was much
the same entering college that she is leav
ing it, very short, charmingly pretty, possessing
a sparkling personality, and always very merry,
though chronically lamenting the woes of a
student, to the pleasure of anyone near. Her
stories, of which she has a bountiful number
lacking a point, are laughed at, if not for them
selves, for the teller; Nana's expression and
gesticulations are irresistible.
She is the very efficient president of the His
tory Club, with a fine knowledge of the intrica
cies of present-day history and politics. And
with her presiding at the meetings, conversation

never lags; nor are questions left unanswered.
She is one of the most original artists of the
school; her paintings are delicate, sensitive, but
definitely strong. She has, too,a knack of wear
ing clothes well. Formals and teas find her par
ticularly-distinguished.
Remember Betty Elder's song, "Oh, Nana
Maz-zini".?
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Madeline Minnahan
Major: Economics-Commkrce
from San Jose State,

Sociology Cliib
Spanish Club

MADELINE MINNAHAN

Madeline is tall and slender; her face long,
her skin very white; her hair is dark, al
most black. Her large brown eyes are wide
open, watchful, as if she were waiting for some

thing to happen that just does not happen. She
is not unusually pretty, but good-looking. She
has a slow smile, neither exactly gay, nor yet
sad. She stands out in vivid contrast to those of

us with whom she is intimate, and seems to be
long to another age.
The daughter of Irish parents, she has per
haps taken from them a certain sense of disci
pline, some secret code of high behavior which
guides her actions but which is never imposed

on others. Underneath her quiet poise she has
so many hidden qualities... gaiety, vitality,
laughter and a fund of wit and wisdom. We
cannot but regret that she is her most delightful
best in the intimacy of her home circle, to which
she flies longingly each week-end.
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Anita Nasser
Major: Sociology

President Student Affairs '36, 11

Sociology Club
Schola Cantorum

Madrigals

ANITA NASSER

Anita and music and music and entertain. ments are somehow inseparable here at
college; it was at the freshmen initiation four
years ago that we were first charmed by Anita's
voice. Since then at every possible occasion,
Christmas parties, operettas and teas she has been
delighting us, and not only with her voice. She
is always pleasant company; most amusing is the
humorous knack she has of twisting almost any
word into a not too terrible pun. To those who
do not know her, Anita is labeled as one pos
sessing a superior air; however, her friends know
that though independent, she is most humble;
she even goes so far as to belittle her accomplish
ments as a singer.

Naturally Anita loves music most of all;
she likes especially opera and more especially
Madame Butterfly. An occasion to listen to op
era is one of the things she never misses. Next
to music she is interested in sociology, then
French, which of all work manages to exact
most of her time. Finally there is her green car
"Junior," and to "Junior," Anita's generosity
and her lovely voice certainly we owe many
hours of pleasure.
35
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Ann O'Neill
Major: Chemistry-Biology

Transferred from University of
Idaho, 1934

Albertus Magnus

ANN O'NEILL

Laughing, carefree Ann came to us in her
jjunior year and without ado had, with her
personality and her gift of spinning an amusing
tale, made herself an intrinsic part of the col
lege. During her two years here Ann has
laughed herself into scrapes and out of them, has
surprised us and herself now and then with an A
in religion, has impressed us with her tact (her
laughter amuses, never hurts) and has amazed
us with her judgment in knowing when to stop.
In her junior year she was one of the proud own
ers of the famous "Little Nell," now "in high."
In her senior year she settled down and gave
more time to serious study and to the organiza
tion of such enlightening societies as the "Young
Republicans."
On the morning of an examination Ann's
laughter ceases, her broad smile vanishes, and
the whole College is turned upside down in look
ing for her lost book. It is seldom found, and
Ann remarks,^'Now I meant to study, but. ..."

Yet somehow the examination is passed,and life
once more is gay again for Ann.
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Elizabeth Purcell
Major: Music
President Spiritual Council '34
Secretary W. A. A.'35

Schola CantoruiTi

Madrigala

ELIZABETH PURCELL

Every person who has known Elizabeth at
college will always remember her for her
absolute patience and unselfishness. She knows
everyone and never is too busy or too tired to do
something to make others happier.
A quiet dignity, a certain gentleness, a de

pendable friendliness, and the oddest chuckle
have marked her presence here these four years.
Graciously she has gone about her work and play
which sometimes merges into one as when she

practices or plays the piano or when, as practice
teacher, she works or plays with the little chil
dren, whom she loves and who have become her
fast friends. Always cheerful,she seems to pos

sess the amazing quality of enjoying everything

and being interested in everyone. Not until she
was head of the house at Fanjeaux did we re

alize that she possessed something of a temper,

though even then it arose only seldom and after
more than just provocation.

She loves all good music, any book which

grows so exciting that she can't leave it until fin
ished, Fierce-Arrow roadsters, and amusing sit
uations which bring forth that unique and
disarming chuckle.
39
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Anna May Ricksecker
Major: Mathematics
Albertus Magnus

ANNA MAY RICKSECKER

Anna May is an unusual person, always de_ pendable, always the fine conscientious
student, yet withal modest, gracious, smiling
and friendly.
Since the days when she helped us as fresh
men to win our laurels in our first hockey game,
we have depended upon her willing support and
her determination. Not only in sports, at teas,

or plays, hut in the solving of any problem that
confronts us, she is among the most faithful and
dependable. Nothing is too much for her.
Mathematics is her specialty. Her favorite
recreation, she says, is tennis, and her opponents
say that she is indeed worthy of their mettle.
With her graduation the college will lose not

only a diligent student, hut a true friend. Her
companions who are left cannot hut feel the loss
of the cheerful, spontaneous talk that immedi
ately arises when Anna May is present.
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Deborah Sullivan
Major: Sociology
Tratisferred from Sacramento

Junior College, 1934-

Spanish Club
Seven

Arts

Sociologjy Club

DEBORAH SULLIVAN

Deborah is tall and slender with shiny black
hair and blue eyes—definitely Irish. Ev
eryone will remember her gay light-heartedness and her ability to fit into any situation.

Whether dressed in a bright kitchen apron, pok
ing "little pig sausages" for breakfast at home,
or dressed in a formal gown receiving guests at
our teas, she is at ease. Truly Irish, she pos
sesses a sparkling wit and her friendly manner
is one of her greatest charms. When Deb smiles
she makes everyone comfortable. She has a
great enthusiasm for all sports, especially bas
ketball. One of her prize possessions is a ribbon
she won for riding in a horse show.
People may be inclined to think that Debo
rah is frivolous until they realize her interest in
philosophy and social service. Far from being
frivolous, she is conscientious and dependable.
She does everything thoroughly and she applies
herself to her studies with zeal.
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Patricia Sweeney
Major; Chemistry-Biology
Executive Board '35

Aibertua Magnus
Gamma Sigma
H. O. O. D. Society
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PATRICIA SWEENEY

INDUSTRY with this copper-haired girl is but
the chance indicator of the driving force by
which she has reaped a constant crop of A's
during her eight years at college and has put
into action fine ethical principles. A good many
of us know the hospitality of her home where
we may quell for a while the ever voracious

college appetite when we drop in to study for
an ex, to knit, or just talk. She has a rich sym
pathy and ready hand for anyone troubled,
whether it be by a physics experiment or a
strange hole that appears in a piece of knitting
or any of the minor tragedies of college life.
Yet she can be just as playful as the next one
with her chums on the lawn near Guzman in a

paean of thanksgiving after finals, much to the
annoyance of certain people trying to re-render
conic sections. There's Pat serious or gay, but
always the Pat full of determination who would
^'give her right arm to sign M. D. after her
name." But such quixotic gestures are unneces
sary for this resolute one; soon she will be so
absorbed in her work that she will forget the
M. D.she has the right to use, for with her it is
not the having but the doing that counts.
45

Virginia Vaughan
Major: Chemistry-Biologv
Executive Board '34
President W. A. A. '35
Firebrand Staff '36

Delta Alpha Epsilon

Vice-President Student Body '36, I

Seven

Albertus Magnus
German Club
Arts

Block "D" Society

VIRGINIA VAUGHAN

VIRGINIA, or Micky, as she has come to be
called from her quaint use of the ejacula
tion "Minny Mouse," is a dear person with a
vivid and lively personality. She started out a
happy-go-lucky yet dignified individual. She
was full of enthusiasms, now in her immediate
love of college, now in her wish to be a lawyer,
the next day transformed by the reading of
Microbe Htmters into a passionate desire to be
come a bacteriologist, a desire which somehow
remains. In her school pursuits things of a sci
entific trend seem to evoke most delight, not

always study,in her. Well will her schoolmates
remember her devotion to the most harrowing

war poets, her unhushable stories of escapades

with cats in anatomy, and the time that she
awoke the Dean in the middle of a rainy night

to ask for a key to the lab, that she might hurry
down to rescue from the rain the fish skeleton

that she had left that day by the window sill to
dry in the sun. A senior, Mickey takes life

more seriously and more philosophically. To
the downcast and oppressed she is sympathy
itself.
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Josephine Yorg
Major: Music
Secretary Student Body '35

German Club

President Class '36

Schola Cantorum

Madrigals

JOSEPHINE YORG

Jo is dependable. Her friends assert with de
votion that '^we can always trust and depend
on her." She is quiet and unassuming. She
speaks little of herself, no more of her troubles
than of her accomplishments. But important in
her is a charming sweetness exciting to discover
behind the quiet and the dependability and
forming with them the personality that made
her secretary of the student body and president
this year of the senior class.

She possesses a fine willingness and gener
osity. To be remembered are frequent accom
paniments for Anita Nasser. German students
appreciate her timely aid in difficult transla
tions.

There is interest and pleasure in many things
for Jo, but perhaps most in German and music.
Her friends are disgruntled at ^'her nose so
often in a German book." A symphony or opera
broadcast she rarely misses, and she is devoted
to "One Man's Family."
Her studying is accomplished by the clock,
and she is abed each night by ten.
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THE JUNIORS

IT is our third year, our junior year, that we
have seemed to enjoy most, for it is in this
year that we have learned to work well and to
play well. Being upper classmen gives a certain
self-confidence, and this in turn gives a certain
feeling of ease and security. With open hearts
we began our third year of college life.
Although the class has diminished in size
since our freshman year, the spirit remains ever
as high, and we are versatile. We have our
artists and musicians, and a group of Thespians
from Meadowlands, sober and dignified intel
lectuals, who often appear in astonishing
comedy. We have athletes, too; for the third

successive year we have won the basketball
championship. In general, we all find pleasure
in our studies; as a whole we are serious rather
than frivolous. This year, however, we have

played, perhaps laboriously, for we full well
realize that we must heartily enjoy ourselves

before we take on our responsibilities of giving
an example of dignity and deep seriousness as
seniors.

Virginia De Lorimer,'37,
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THE SOPHOMORES

The class of'38 has retained the same spirit
of independence and good fellowship which
characterized its members as freshmen. Lighthearted and high-spirited they conceal from
the unobserving an underlying seriousness which
springs out unexpectedly and results in an ex

ceptionally high academic standing. However,
they do not permit the pursuit of knowledge
to interfere with the equally important pleas
ures of life. Rather do they skillfully combine
the two and the checkers spend nights of misery
endeavoring to calm the industrious spohomores,
who believe that French should be studied aloud

and the problems of economics settled irrespec
tive of Lonely's authoritative statements.
The sophomores have many and varied in
terests which range from palm-reading to
Standard Symphonies. They also regularly at
tend the local theatre, and it is no exaggeration
to say that they see more pictures than any other
class in the school, nor is it a reflection upon their

intelligence or artistic tastes. They merely seek
in pictures a necessary relaxation after class and
an outlet for their eager interest in life.
Friday afternoon invariably finds the sopho51

SPRING

IN winter one rushes away from meals to
study. In spring one goes for walks. Some
thing in the air brings an indifference toward
duty and lures one away to find the new green
ness of the trees, the opening blossoms of the
lilacs that we pass on the way to morning as
sembly, and the summer house all covered with
lavender and white wistaria.

In the cool, crisp mornings when the sun rises
early, birds emerge and warble in choir, and sing
all the day long. In the evening frogs croak and
splash in the stream as we pass by. The fields
abound in cricket songs.
Even sports begin anew, tennis and baseball,
and best of all the swimming pool is filled to the
brim. Lent comes, begun by the peacefulness of
Retreat, and our lives, though put in order, are
spent in denial. Then vacation! And after
Easter, when we return, there are more blos

soms and new flowers, and the cottonwood trees
have left a blanket of white on the green lawns.
Only six weeks of school remain, six weeks of
crowded activities: fashion shows, the Formal,
the yearly tea on the Meadowlands lawn, the
Firebrand to get ready, and the mediaeval pag119

eant at Forest Meadows, then comprehensives

I

for the seniors, and finals. It is with only halfeagerness that we look to Commencement. We
are not anxious for spring to fade into summer,
for the seniors to say goodhye. When we see
them splendid in their caps and gowns and grad
uation hoods, their diplomas in their hands,that
day is for us the last day of spring.

I

Anna Louise La Voy,'38.
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SUMMER

Busy spring days lengthen into summer; ex
aminations pass; books are put away with a
feeling of joy mingled with slight regret. Sud
denly excitement fills the air as we send off

packed trunks. For the past year we have lived
on the campus together, sharing work and play;
now each of us takes a different path. Near the
door stands a trunk to be shipped to Hawaii. Its
owner will return after three months on her

cherished islands, brown and full of sunshine
and laughter. Beside that trunk is one labeled

"Puerto Rico." Its happy owner is perhaps more
moved than any of us; she returns to the deep
peace and sweet content of a native land after
a school year or two of exile. We know also that
she will have the deep satisfaction of Puerto
Rico bananas and rice in Spanish style that we
have heard so much about. All in a row, big

black letters "nevada" on them, stand five
trunks. The owners of these are joyous to re

turn to desert sand and sage and desert lakes.
Nearby is the trunk of one who is making her

first trip to New York, and next is that of a girl
who is sailing to Europe to see the "glory that
was Greece and the grandeur that was Rome,"
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perhaps timidly this time as Byron and Baedeker
or Thomas Cooke shall guide her, but with
eager anticipation. A hundred others bear
charmed names of homes from Canada to Mex
ico and from the Atlantic to the Rockies. Sum

mer will be glad and long and aimless. By Sep
tember we shall return eagerly to incomparable
schoolmates, to the realms of books, and to
noble, exact and logical thought.
Grace Cantlon,'38.
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THE SHAKESPEARE GARDEN

OUR neighbors across the way have long been
interested in a Shakespeare garden. They
have advanced so far as to make knots and plant

herbs 5 they have set up little green poles that
bear on their tops Shakespearean verses, and they
have fastened like verses on the pine trees under
which grows their garden. We have watched
them dig and plant, with pleasure in their ac
tivities, but no remote thought of emulation. A
Shakespeare garden seemed for other places,
other hands 5 it was enough for us to live with
Shakespeare's poetry in the high reaches of our
imagination.

Then we purchased Benincasa, and the old
barn in the acres adjoining Guzman went down.
Paths were cut through from Guzman, passing
by the building that has come to be called Anne
Hathaway House, partly because of its gables
that have a look of New Place and partly be

cause it has been given over to the Little Theatre
Guild.

There was absolute need for a garden; Anne

Hathaway House seemed to ask for a Shake
speare garden. The new plot of land itself
seemed peculiarly adapted for our purpose; it is
square and intersected with roads old and new;
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moreover a few fruit trees had already been

planted, a beginning for the orchard of so many
Shakespearean scenes. Thanks to the generosity
of Miss Hamilton, the Meadowlands library
possessed Esther Singleton's volume The Shake
speare Garden^ and a kind neighbor lent us for
a precious hour some picture post cards of Anne
Hathaway's Cottage. At once our imaginations
took fire. There could be hollyhocks under the
windows 5 that we decided. But beyond that
simple fact we dreamed of grassy stretches, of

walks between stately hedges, of honeysucklegrown arbours, of borders in which masses of

homely English flowers made a rich coloring
of intershading tones. "And there must be,"
said Miss Brainerd, who has an especial in
terest in Anne Hathaway House, "a curiously
knotted garden."
The President of the college was practically
interested5 the Prioress enthusiastic, the Prioress
General, our former president, had long wished

for a Shakespeare garden on the college campus.
The head of the English Department, once con
vinced that a Shakespeare garden was a need,

began her plans and her labours. Adventurously
and innocently she began. The March Mead-

owlark had reminded her that "a garden is the
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purest of human pleasures" and "the greatest
refreshment to the spirits of man," so she
thrust into the work.

If Vergil were alive he might write a georgic
on this episode j hardly anyone else could charm
it into poetry. There were delays and troubles.
The land in front of Anne Hathaway which was
to be a homely cottage garden massed with a va
riety of flowers,showed itself solid clay. It had
to be dug up and filled with rich black earth
before a seed could be sown. That was the be

ginning. More delays, disapproving and grum
bling gardeners, the swift flight of time when
duties heap up unseasonably and darkness falls
suddenly in the few minutes left for gardening,

these things, coupled with a basic ignorance of
the ways of plants, made the little garden seem
an almost impossible task. But the college got

together the beginning of a garden fund; Miss
Hamilton was a charitable and an enthusiastic

helper, bold and heroic; and a few others lured
or dragged in now and then, assisted in filling

the black, yawning spaces with transplantings,
some offered with generous zeal.
From afar came gifts: azaleas and rhododen
drons, six stately rose trees, and a fat, thorny
eglantine along with a slim copper rose dating
from the sixteenth century.
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Rumors, however, began to arise that people

feared to pass Anne Hathaway less they be im
pressed for watering or digging. Saddened a
little, but undaunted, the amateur gardeners

dug and planted. The azaleas bloomed, the rose
trees flourished, the stretch in front of Anne
Hathaway took on a look of life; the green
things could be seen with the naked eye. The

thorny eglantine put forth leaf buds and the
copper rose showed little gray bumps visible on
close inspection.
Griefs, of course, came in various ways; the
old griefs that Vergil sang two thousand years
ago and new ones, too. His gardens were not
open to acquisitive and ruthless hands; the
world remains the same with slight variations.
The college feeling for the garden, however, is
as a whole one of friendly, if amused pride, in
terest in the thought of possible development.
The "curiously knotted garden" may never
come into being, yet we can hope for it; the
thick-hedged ways may never be seen, nor the
walks under pleached fruit trees, yet we can
dream of them. And the orchard is begun; a
young hawthorne has already faint pink blos
soms; the rose trees half hedge one walk, fine
ornaments if ruthless hands will spare them.
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The plants in front of Anne Hathaway seem to
grow more slowly than is the wont of Califor
nia—perhaps they know they are parts of a
slow-growing Shakespeare garden. Half hum
bly, half philosophically, the chief worker in
the garden looks on the proportions of her
task and remembers the great Elizabethan who
sagely remarked; "Men come to build stately
sooner than to garden finely."
S. C. M.
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THE THINGS WE NEVER CAN
FORGET

The first night of the
first half, when dressed
in light summer frocks,
our faces tanned, our
eyes bright and smiling,
we all meet again. The

1

most eager and affectionate of our school
mates have acclaimed

our arrival in a receiving line of much wav
ing and shouts and laughter early in the after
noon by the back driveway. Now at night we
run into them, and the others yet to be greeted,
as covered with hats and coats, we and they

struggle down halls with trunk drawers and suit
cases. And we visit one another in the agreeable
confusion of rooms—each a mass of things un
done. Half-unpacked luggage covers the floor

and the beds are scattered with coat-hangers and
girls, with their tales of vacation, their contin
ued shouts and laughter. The new freshmen
seem somewhat bewildered, the old students

strangely at peace ... pleased with this life that
we love and the old familiar faces.
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The click of the

hockey ball on the green
grass and the tenseness

of the first game in au
tumn, when once again,
after a lazy summer,we
stretch our muscles in

action, and again with
our

comrades on the

grassy field below the blue sky and the sway
ing eucalyptus trees we play for the pure joy
of playing—the antics of that one small white
ball becoming once again the pivot of action;
and then the next day's soreness of tired

muscles.

^ ^ ^
The sound of the An-

gelus at twilight, the
sudden stillness of all

things, the quiet, the
consolation of a mo

ment's prayer; then the
quickening of steps, the
renewal of interrupted
conversations, laughter
—the world goes on its way; the twilight
merges into darkness, and the stars one by one
begin to twinkle.
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The cruel shrillness

of the first rising bell

each morning. It awakes
with a terrible start. We

seem to have just gone

to sleep, and such a
sweet dream is inter

rupted. Now the bed's
so warm,the pillow and
blankets so satisfying and friendly. Sleepy eyes,
finally opening, look out on the white hill
side of grass and frost-covered housetops. We
shiver and sigh a breath of white smoke. The
bell again! Oh, the helplessness of free-will,
the bleak austerity of college life.
The music of the

organ as we near the

chapel doorway, the
full, solemn, yet joyful
music, as, in the dignity
of cap and gown, we
march in slowly, single
file, our heads held

^IL.

higher, and we more
erect than is our custom. The music submerges
all meanness and cares, and fills us with ideas
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and dreams. Something touches our mediaeval
love of pageantry, our youthful egoism, or our
proclivity to dream. Infinite possibilities are
ours, and life seems unusually good and beau
tiful.

The singing of
Christmas carols—from

the first practice in
morning assembly to
that last, cold, clear
night before Christmas
vacation, when bundled

in coats and gay colored
scarfs and mittens, we

march together through the campus, caroling
by candlelight. There is the tenderness of the
French cradle song, the jubilee of Angels We
Have Heard on Highy and It Was the HoU-yy
so catching that one day we proceeded to sing it
even in the cold academic halls of Guzman. No

matter the time nor place, nor song, we sing with
merriment, tenderness, and joy—seeming to
love with the humble shepherds or to shout the
glad tidings with the angels themselves.
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The shrill cry of the
eight o'clock whistle
and its special harshness
when we hear it on the

way to morning assem
bly} the instantaneous
hastening of steps, as
all the while we hope
against hope that Sister
might be late or the whistle wrong—then the

helpless sensation of finding the assembly door
locked and ourselves with a twenty-five cent
fine.

y

^

^

The magic spell of
the hot sun in the court

at Fanjeaux, when near

asleep, the sun burning
our faces, we rest in
easy chairs—just doing
nothing. We are like
sleepy, complacent tur
tles on sunny rocks in a
stream. The past is forgotten, the future non
existent} studies, errands,schoolmates beside us,
nothing matters} nothing is done.
"So many worlds, so much to do.
So little done, such things to be."
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The first touch of spring weather—a cloud
less blue sky, clear, warm sunshine, spring flow
ers and hills of blowing grass, and trees a pro
fusion of light, tender leaves. We don linen
dresses and white shoes, feel warm soft breezes,
and smell daphne, acacia, and almond blossoms.
Our fancy turns, not only to love—but picnics,
walks, and cutting classes. Life seems gay, and
everything is fine.
The last dance of the
last formal when the

orchestra in a medley
plays Re?nemPring^

Aicld Lang Syne and
Pll See You in My
Dreams; the lights are
as soft as the music, and
we dance dreamily and
contentedly, for all life seems graceful and

sweet. Then suddenly the realization—this is
the last dance and the last school formal. Others

seem to have thought of it too, and the same
time as we; dancing by, they tell us so with an
understanding smile or a word. It's the last
time that we'll all be together in just such a
lovely way.
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The Last Night of the Last Half with its
tiredness, its bleak walls, the familiar room
stripped of all that made it familiar and loved
—the pictures gone, the odd trinkets off the
dressers and the floor but a pattern of suitcases,
tennis rackets and stray books; amidst it all the
noisy excitement of packing, the hurried sign
ing of ¥irebrands^ and the anxiety of tomorrow's
graduation; and underneath it all this strange
sadness which somehow submerges the past
months'delightful expectancy of going home—
this sadness of leaving all that has been ours this
past year—all this that is our school.

Phyllis Maltman,'36.
Jane Maltman,'36.
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A DIALOGUE

Freshman: I may not see you tomorrow,
Senior. I came to say goodbye. But what a
lot of packing you have yet to do!
Senior: That was nice of you to come,
Freshman. I have just been thinking about you j
yes, and about this packing,too. And I was won
dering about your packing, if you had as much
as we seniors to take away.
Freshman: Oh, no, I haven't very much. I
thought before that I had more to take away,
but in coming upon it I find that it is less than I
thought. So I have finished my packing, but let
me help you with yours. You seem to have been
just sitting there on the floor, doing nothing.

Senior: You are rightj I have been sitting
here for a long time. There is much to do; yet
I've just been sitting here thinking and dream
ing. This being the last night, the finality of it
rather frightens me. And there is more here to

be taken away than I quite realized.
Freshman: Did you bring all this great mass
of things to school with you when you first
came?

Senior: No, Freshman, I brought along
those things over there ... the ideals and eager137

ness and enthusiasm and the liking for talk and
the desire for friends, for I always take those

along with me wherever I go. But most of the
other heaps and bundles and boxes I have ac
quired at college. Some were given me; some
I found myself.
Freshman: This is a heavy box; it looks as
if it must be dull. I don't think I should bother
about it.

Senior: Oh, perhaps not now. But I rather
suspect that some day you will, though other
people may think it is dull and uninteresting
and insignificant, too. In there are literary criti

cisms and metaphysics and curiosity about great
questions and all sorts of theories and ideas.

Freshman: It does seem a bit fascinating,
Senior; but those bright little boxes,far more so.
Senior (laughing): Oh, those are filled
with pranks and fooleries and uncontrollable
laughter. They often got me into difficulties,
but they gave me merry companions and are fine
remedies when everything else fails. I suspect

those little box-fulls will get me in trouble till
I die. And yet I'll carry them about, for I
shouldn't be able to live without them.

Freshman: What a lovely, seeming-im
portant box this is; "for good grades" it says, but
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how poorly filled 5 there is scarcely an A in it.
Do you feel bad to be taking away so few of
them?

Senior: Oh, no, Freshman, though perhaps
I should feel bad, and ashamed, too. But you
see, if I had that box filled now I shouldn't have
had this whole trunk filled with such delightful,
real, and lively things ... leisure and idleness

and cutting classes, long walks and dreaming
and writing for Firebrands and Meadonolarks
and reading books, and friends and long conver
sations. Those are the things that seem really to
matter, this trunk-full, and the stacks of things
in the cupboard.

Freshman: What a bright, shining cup
board. Look, what shelves and drawers of kind
liness and tolerance and lightness. How did you
ever get it so filled?

Senior: Oh, almost every senior gets her
cupboard so filled with these things. In these
four years you can't help it. I wish mine were
fuller.

Freshman: That little package, shall I put
it in the suitcase?

Senior (seriously): Oh, no, Freshmanj
my wise teachers gave me that. It's the love of
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learning and the trying to see significances. I'll
keep that in my purse j I never want to lose it.
Freshman:

What of that little box in the

cornerj you won't forget it, will you? It smells
so sweet of almond blossoms, the eucalyptus
trees in Forest Meadows, and the incense of

Benediction. Oh, Senior, you are crying!
Senior (smiling): Yes, and I don't very
much like to cry in front of people. But it's
hard not to feel sentimental and sad on this last

night. Three years from tonight you'll sit in
your room with just such a collection of things

to take away to keep for all your life. And you'll
look at them, and talk to one little friend, and
you'll think and dream,and feel somehow proud
and grateful and happy ... and yet, sad. Fresh
man, even as I.

Jane Maltman,'36.
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THE FRESHMAN ENGLISH CLASS

At

1/ -7^ -. >ui
X

eight-fifteen

o'clock one tends often

U\

to sleep, but there we
never let blink an eye.
We looked at the clock

\V>
VII

from time to time only

^ VI ^

in hope that its hands
hadn't moved since last
we looked. We inevi

tably brought our daily themes to class, despite
the limitations of time and the inexperience and
inadequacy of our muse. In class eloquent ar
guments would arise from the essays we read,

of Ruskin, Emerson, Schopenhauer, and New
man, and our own ideas on education, happi

ness, or ideal women, arguments which lasted
not only through the period, but through
luncheon, dinner, the entire day and far into
each night. To be sure in that one year we set
tled every problem that ever faced the world.
That was a dear class! What stirrings of the
mind and liveliness and enthusiasm, unceasing

influence and delight.
"When one that loves but knows not, reaps
A truth from one that loves and knows."
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AN OASIS IN THE DESERT

To the harassed student of English litera
ture, when the approaching comprehensive
examination finds her dreams studded with

names and dates in strange shifting patterns and
an endless array of books to be read seems to
stretch itself out before her eyes, there is one

oasis in the desert of great literature, one respite

in the valley from the too pure air of Parnassus.
When literature has been studied in its relation

to philosophy, to social movements, to the in

dustrial revolution, to history in general, and
to science, happy indeed is the moment when

the student dutifully reaches for a Gothic novel
perhaps Walpole's Castle of Otranto—to
continue her investigation of eighteenth cen
tury prose, and finds herself enjoying it rarely.
Here is a book wilder than the most melo

dramatic comic strip of today, more packed
"With unearthly horrors and mysterious happen
ings than the latest motion picture "thriller,"
naore involved in its plot, harder to unravel

than the most complicated efforts of S. S. Van
Dine. This romantic novel was written in 1764
by an English nobleman who was merely a
literary dilletante.
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When it was published, Gray said that it
engaged everyone's attention at Cambridge,
adding, "it makes some of us cry a little, and
all in general afraid to go to bed o' nights."
That is hardly the effect it has now,but if we are
no longer frightened by it, none the less do we
enjoy it.
In the first place, the book discards cold
logic and becomes a joyous tour de force of the
emotions, as must any work in which strange
spectres motivate the action, a long lost heir is

discovered in peasant guise, at precisely the
right moment, and the hero and secondary
heroine marry in the end because their mutual
grief for the departed heroine is such a con
genial bond.
Conventual and monastic life seem to have

held a fascination for Walpole not in the least
impeded by his ignorance of their conventions
or ideals. Not only did the hero's father enter
a monastery after the death of his mother, but
Matilda, all through the first part of the book,
constantly threatened to enter a convent, and
when she died her parents conveniently em
braced the religious life when their final dra
matic dismissal from the action of the story
became necessary.
H3

But it is the supernatural part of the book
that seems most hilarious. The good Alphonso's
hand or leg or helmet materializes in gigantic
proportions from time to time, until at last, as a
climax, he appears in his entirety, proclaims
Theodore lord of the castle, and rises to heaven
welcomed by St. Nicholas. It might be men

tioned that Walpole's contemporaries, thinking
the account a translation of a thirteenth century
tale, found nothing unreasonable about the rest
of the story, hut were inclined to doubt the
author when he came to St. Nicholas.

Not only Alphonso was apt to appear at any
moment, the whole castle seemed subject to

unearthly visitations. At one time the subject

of an ancestral portrait slowly descended from
the wall uttering deep groans, glided along the
hallway, and slipped through a locked door to
the room behind it. He was not seen again, nor
was his excursion explained. He was merely
part of the atmosphere in this thoroughly en
joyable Gothic tale. And if Walpole is no

longer in fashion, at least he has grateful ad
mirers among English students who welcome

the relief from high literature he gives them
on the eve of the great examination.
Jeanne Holloway,U. C., Ex '36.
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IRRELEVANCY

Perhaps I am utilitarian, if so my humblest
apologies, but be as it may, I must take my
walks for a purpose. Not that I have to have a
destination—by no means; I may walk irrele
vantly as others, but not in errant leisureliness;
my irrelevancy must take me up. To walk
through meadows, or valleys, or through streets

of towns is not to my purpose; my walks must
lead to the tops of hills. Any hill almost will do,

but there is one in particular, a hill where a val
ley stretches below and leagues of blue sky above,
where the wind blows in gusts and awakens the
cold in starts. Here the purpose of my walks for
four years has been fulfilled; walks which were
taken when the cares of the world crowded in,
when I was tired of the flat earth, the splendid

people, polite conversations, and even myself.
For four years, thus depressed, I've donned the
old brogues and comfortable skirt, climbed the
familiar path behind the stables, up the hill,
across the stream, tramped through the fallen
eucalyptus bark, swung myself under the cattle
gate, rounded the few turns, and then finally
arrived at just the right spot"where ill thoughts
die and good are born," where the world and
the cares below grow insignificant, where once
H5

again the splendid people on the flat earth as
sume their true value, and I become once more
"the captain of my soul."
Then when I have watched the last fragment
of a cloud scatter over Tamalpais and the world
once more is steady and sane, I walk on swiftly
up the path, around the next hill where the

wild iris and the sticky monkey flower grow.

Then unexpectedly from the valley below comes
faintly the angelus. I turn back 5 my walk once
again becomes utilitarian—this time it's dinner.

Phyllis Maltman,'36.
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VACATIONS AT COLLEGE

There are books which refuse to compro
mise with the convenience of the reader,

and demand not only the right moment but the
harmonious atmosphere," as there are places
which refuse to compromise with the conven
ience of the vacationist. So it is with college.

A vacation at college during school days is like
reading Emerson on a street car, but a vacation
at college during the holidays when all but the
very few have departed for home is like reading
Emerson before the fireplace in the evening in
a dimly lighted living room.

Actually there exist but three real vacations

to enlighten this rigid life of study, and of
these three Christmas is somehow for all of

us spent away from school; but there are still
the Thanksgiving and Easter holidays when
after all the partings are over there remains
behind always one small handful and to these
will come many pleasures in the next few days.

Usually the group staying here consists of
those who are too busy to leave, those who
live afar, those who just prefer vacations here,
and sometimes, sadly, those who have been
campused.
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The Thanksgiving Holidays are the first 5
they come at the beginning of the end of the
first semester when term papers and unfinished
notebooks loom before harassed students. True,

these days of Thanksgiving are spent not on the
main campus but at Bolinas, yet the Dominican
spirit dwells there. Long Sands is ours. We
arrive and with little or no ado take full pos
session of the cottage; we fold the furniture
covers, generally straightening up the house
yet never being too particular about its neat
ness; we hurry to choose the best beds in the

dormitory for ourselves, make them up, and
then we help store the ample supply of food
into the kitchen cupboards. Perhaps if we are
one of those who evade dinner preparations, we
take a run on the beach, keenly aware of ocean
breeze,the smell of shiny seaweed,the crunch of
white sand under one's feet. Then, after dinner
is over and our chores are done, around a spark
ling fire we knit, talk, play cards, or just listen
to the radio, while November winds whistle

through the eaves, and we comfortable, peace
fully warm inside. After a noisy midnight
party which banishes all thoughts of past

Thanksgivings at home, we fall asleep dream
ing plans for the next day; perhaps we'll take
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an interesting walk along the beach to gather
old shells, queer looking sea animals in hollow
rocks, strangely colored sea weeds, or maybe
we'll go fishing off the broken-down wharf.
Too soon such happy days are over; we return
again to books but this time not for long, for
Christmas comes, and we all disperse.

Easter brings the next long holiday and like
Thanksgivings it comes when we seem tiredest.
On this vacation the sun always shines brightly,
perhaps because it's holy week. The first day
we spend leisurely straightening our rooms for
the retreat guests, then we depart for Meadowlands, our vacation dwelling, carrying books
and baggage enough for a month's stay. Ignor
ing the tastes of the owners, we take complete
possession of our new rooms and arrange them
to suit our fancy. All this done, we further
intrude, finding the balcony, and there bask in
the warm sun till a cool evening breeze arises,
all the while planning the vacation hours for
work, wondering if we can finish the term

papers we have laid aside for these days, finally
postponing them till the first week-end after
vacation. Even the meals are a treat, for we
are served now at the main building which in

deed is an interesting change. When dinner is
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over then is the hour for the evening walk;
"the walks at these times are so much one's

own." As we leave the refectory in a body, we
note that spring has touched the gardens of the
main building, too. The hawthorne is bloom

ing with bright pink blossoms alternating with
white in a background of shimmering new
poplar leaves, and beyond is the arbor covered
with its clusters of white wisteria, purple inter
mingled here and there. Nothing is more re

freshing than the rustle of a cool spring breeze
through these leaves; it banishes any worry or
care. We walk on, perhaps only now pushing
the bicycles that we rode down to the building,
and turn towards Meadowlands early to enjoy

the radio for a short time, undisturbed. A bond
of understanding envelops us and a growing
warmth for these few with whom we have

spent so many vacations. The ends of the eve
nings we pass in idle chatter or in reading

books that we have put aside for such an occa
sion when time is plenty. The hours of retiring
vary, an early hour or a late hour, no matter;
with no disturbing thought of the morrow we
turn off our lights, perhaps mentally planning
a morning swim and another nap in the sun

shine. And then all too soon this vacation, too.
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has ended 5 we have acquired a tan, but alas for
that poem for the Firebrandy the term papers
and all those things we were to do. We settle
down again once more to books and this busi
ness of being educated. Before us stretches long
weeks of work and late hours—and then sum

mer, and the long vacation.

Virginia De Lorimier,'37.
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A FIRST DAY

With my pulse
beating abnormally
fast and my cheeks
flushed with nervous

ness, I entered a little
building devoted to
the activities of the

first grade. Smiling
strainedly, I intro
duced myself to Miss
Robbins, the teacher
in charge, and ex

plained that I had
come to learn the

methods of teaching

these twenty-five litt e personalities before her. At first I was bewil

dered with the buzz and industry of the class,
hut I soon found out that the group was divided
into five sections according to their abilities, and
that the Bluebirds were the lowest in rank and
must be given special attention.

My entrance had proved to be a distraction,
and activity changed to disorder. To my sur
prise Miss Robbins said calmly,"My little sol
diers make me so happy because they are so
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good," and like magic the little pupils returned
diligently to their work. I therein learned my
first rule: never use negative criticism or com
mands in the first grade. From then on I drifted
into the ideal of praise and constructive criti
cism.

Again I was startled when the reading lesson
began, for I had forgotten that first graders lisp
their Reader in an exceedingly loud monotone.
When Peggy,a rotund little girl with long curls,
had read her lesson perfectly, she announced
that today was her birthday. The class and I
then decided that was why she had read so well,
for now she had grown to be a fine soldier of six.
Recess meant a scurry for coats and sweaters
and a line of tall soldiers before the door. The
children had to be told that this was recess

otherwise some would run home thinking it dis
missal time. On the playground it was my duty
to keep the boys from fighting too much and be
arbitrator in disputes over the rightful owner

ship of the hopscotch.
Once again in the classroom, first for a few

minutes' rest from play, with heads down on the
desks.
The number exercises which came next were

interrupted by a mad patter to the window. An
airplane, which I had not heard, passed over153

head. The boys insisted that it was a bomber,
whereas the girls, characteristically pacifists, de
clared it a passenger plane. The heated discus
sion ended only when the wonder of the sky
passed out of sight, and the lessons were re
sumed.

Song hour amazed me, for I discovered that

these little ones could sing very tunefully with
their pleasant voices. I particularly noticed that
Tommy,the class mischief-maker, led the cho
rus with angelic sweetness. While I was admir
ing his talent,I learned that he had announced to

Miss Robbins, after an outburst of temper a few
days before, that he had the disposition of his
grandfather, so his mother told him, and it was
of no use to punish him.
Noon meant once more a struggle into wraps
and a line of soldiers. After a reminder that

this was lunch time and not recess, they scam
pered off in their various directions and I

walked home slowly, reluctant to leave such
fascinating little people.
Virginia Vaughan,'36.
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7

CLUBS

VITALITY would seem to be the keynote of
clubs on the campus this year. Never have
there been so many,such wide attendance, such
animated discussion of their activities, and such
jealous delight in them.
The History Club has met in the Benincasa
library. There before the fire have gathered the
many faithful and their generous faculty spon
sor. Papers have been carefully prepared and
discussions animated. Of the topics considered
there has been no limit at any time; they have
included the wranglings of the presidential
year and the Constitution, of course, the affairs
of the Supreme Court, Mussolini, Hitler and
European countries from the treaties they have

broken to the royal families, the Ethiopian war,
problems of economics and so forth. The
breadth of interest, the information, the diver
gent points of view developed, challenged and
sustained have been refreshing.

Interest in foreign affairs has been intensi
fied by Mr. Pajus from the University of San
Francisco, who talked about international rela
tions. He has enrolled the club in the Interna

tional Relations Club which was founded by the
Carnegie Institute.
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The first semester the Seven Arts met in two

groups; the smaller spent a morning hour each
week in enthusiastic discussion of Russian art,

music, and literature, the larger, which in
cluded also the smaller, gathered at Angelico in
the evening to listen under stimulating guidance
to the great composers, French, Russian and
German. There was special interest in follow
ing the scores of the Wagnerian operas, as
one heard records of them. These Wagnerian

studies were supplemented by lectures on the
Ring of the Niebelungenlied (the revival of
which was this winter one of the musical sensa

tions of San Francisco).
The second semester the two groups were re
duced to one. Discussions were broken into a

variety of subjects. One brilliant event was a

Friday evening gathering in the living room at
Meadowlands, which included all the week
enders, to hear Miss Ella Young talk on the
Irish poets. Toward the end of the year the
club's interest has centered first in Jacques Cal-

lot, a number of whose engravings, thanks to

Dr. Emge, they studied in the art gallery at
Guzman, secondly in an exhibit of paintings by
our own Mrs. Leah Rinne Hamilton.
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Among the things we never should forget—
Miss Ella Young by the fireside in the living
room at Meadowlands,talking to us of Irish lit
erature and fairy lore.
M iss Young sits in a high-backed, antique
chair to the left of the fireplace. Out of the
great rounded stone cavern, flames flash behind
the fire-dragons and cast dim lights on Miss
Young's flowing purple satin robes. From the
high stone mantle, candlelight falls on her
delicate long face framed in iron gray hair that
waves loose just above her shoulders. We feel
rather than see the intense veil-piercing quality
of her forget-me-not blue eyes, as she tells us
first lightly of the little people who steal one's
thimble and play various quaint tricks; then,
rapt out of herself, describes a vision of the
Sidhe, the "great Lords of Shadow" that drive

the storm clouds over Chicago or haunt mor
tals on the slopes of Ben Mor. Archangelic
creatures are the Sidhe, on their heads helmets
from which wave hack crests of living light;
for a moment their presence seems to flash out
amongst us in the shadowy room.
As we sit on the floor around her we come

nearer and nearer to Miss Young in a great
semicircle about the hearth and ask her ques157

tions, groping after some touch of her eerie
world. Questions answered, Miss Young rises
and gathers her black mantilla about her shoul
ders; the party breaks up regretfully and we
go to bed to dream strange, mysterious dreams.
«

«

«

The Albertus Magnus Science Club began
the year with a dinner in ^'The Green Mill" at

Cotati to initiate their new members. During
the year they maintained their interest in ap
plied science.
*

*

*

The Spanish Club has met in the White
Room at Meadowlands and under the direction
of Miss Clarke its members have been active in

the face of many difficulties. One evening in
March they presented for the Student Body a
festival of Spanish songs, a short play, and a
Mexican dance. They have gained particular
recognition by the fiesta they presented in May.

There was a rollicking bull-fight; Cecilia Azevedo sang "La Paloma"; Helene Thompson

danced a Mexican Jarabe Tapatia and a Span
ish dance (the Entrat of the opera Carmen),and

the club sang songs in chorus. The program
ended with the merry confusion of breaking a
pihata.
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Rose Marie Murray and Olga Sanchez of
our Spanish Honor Society, the Upsilon Chap
ter of the national honor society, Sigma Delta
Pi, were recently initiated at a joint ceremony
with the University of California chapter at
Berkeley. First a banquet was served at the
Women's City Club. Then followed beauti
fully simple and impressive initiation rites and
the welcome of the neophytes at a gay and in
formal reception. A short, stimulating talk
was given on South America by Mr. William
Berrien, Spanish songs were sung with enthusi
asm by students and dignified professors. We
then adjourned to the home of Mrs. Whitehead, where everyone spoke in Spanish,even the
bashful ones who had to be chided into it. One
heard snatches of conversation on varied sub

jects, the translation sponsored by the national
chapter, for instance, the Golden Age of Span
ish drama, Spanish in California, disputed au
thorships. When finally it was time to go home
each took his leave reluctantly. It is in just so

natural and pleasant a manner that Sigma Delta
Pi attains its purpose of keeping alive and pro
moting interest in the beautiful language, great

literature and high culture of Spain and other
Spanish speaking lands.
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The White Room at Meadowlands has also

been the setting of many lively meetings of
"Le Cercle Frangais." Grouped around the
fireplace the members have had much discussion
"en frangais"; they have played games and
sung songs to the accompaniment of Miss Wit-

tenburg. Enthusiasm was the greatest when,
with a keen spirit of competition, all took part in
a poetry reading contest. In cap and gown, with
decorum and skill, each contestant repeated her
poem. The winners were awarded beautifully

bound volumes of French poetry. One delight
ful evening Miss Clara Teitelbaum played se
lections from Debussy and Ravel for the club.
Now a movement is on toward making Benincasa a French house. Never has there been such

campus interest in the French language; it is no
novelty to hear animated discussions in the ac

cent of Paris (especially perfect the pussy cat

r's). We are grateful to Miss Wittenburg for
the enthusiasm she has created,and we look for
ward enthusiastically to the new French House.

The Art Club is perhaps the most informal
club on the campus; certainly it is the most
industrious. They have made the many and
excellent illustrations for the
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Meadowlark

t^'T

and the Firebrand^ they have hung and taken
down the exhibits shown throughout the year,
and again this year they entertained the school
at a delightful tea when they transformed the
Art Gallery into an atelier of their own.

The exhibits this year have been full of
beauty and instruction as well. There were

some beautiful colored prints of Metropolitan
Museum art treasures, a collection purchased
by the College so that it may be studied from
year to year. Many phases of art are repre
sented from Egyptian ceramics and Persian
tiles to Bayeaux tapestries and Italian painting.
Then there was a second exhibit of colored

prints, also purchased by the College, of more
than twenty famous but not too well known
paintings from the early Italian and El Greco
to Van Gogh. There was a most interesting
exhibit of lithographs and engravings of nine
teenth and twentieth century artists, some by
California artists but the most memorable by

Orocozo. A generous showing of original

etchings and engravings of the seventeenth cen
tury French artist, Jacques Callot, was loaned
us by Dr. Ludwig Emge of San Francisco.
This exhibit afforded us a very precious op
portunity of coming to discover for ourselves
i6i

many reasons why Callot is rated the greatest
of French etchers.

Such discoveries can be

made by amateurs and laymen, of course, only
through daily study of originals. Those who
studied the prints with magnifying glass have
learned much that will hereafter serve as

standards and guides for future enjoyment of
etchings.
Anna Louise La Voy, '38.
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DRAMATICS

The enthusiasm in drama kindled by the
presentation of The Mystery of St. Bernard
last spring carried to the beginning of this year.
A large and interested group enrolled in Miss
Brainerd's drama classes and tried out for the

drama club. Virginia Trodden was made presi
dent of the club.

The first play presented was Ruth Sawyer's
poetic one-act drama, The Sidhe of Ben Mor,
given October 24, the Feast of St. Raphael,
when we celebrated Shield Day. Marie Welch
as Padraic the Piper acted with great charm,
and Helen Karam as Sheila, the young Irish
girl, "sick for the love of Ireland, just," was

beautifully convincing.
The next production was the Coventry
Christmas play. The Pageant of the Shearmen
and the Taylors. Miss Brainerd omitted the
ranting Herod scenes included in Mr.Sussman's
presentation two years ago, and so avoided any
marring of the play's reverence. The pageant

was presented simply, with rare beauty of color
and grouping. What the actors lacked in pro

fessional skill they made up by the spirit in
which they played. "I did not feel as if I were
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acting," said one of the shepherds, after the per
formance 5 "I was praying." The audience lis
tened in tense silence j kind critics have said
that the players gave the convincing reality of
the Passion Play at Oberammergau. Hauntingly beautiful was the scene at Bethlehem, so
splendid the Angel Gabriel (Annette Conroy),
so raptly lovely the Madonna (Patricia Patridge), so tenderly protecting St. Joseph,
(Jeanne Pierson), so beautiful the color and
rhythms of the whole. Miss Brainerd, our

hardest critic, said that she was satisfied.
After Christmas,realizing that we are human
and young and that we love our own age. Miss
Brainerd selected for us three modern, one-act

plays, sentimental, pretty and comic. The first.
Guests^ furnished many roles and gave oppor
tunity for charming picture, song and dance.
Miss Brainerd hoped that it would make the
eyes of the audience "stream with sentimental
tears."

Thornton Wilder's The Happy Journey was
delightfully done. The conversation and, even
more, the pantomime were irresistibly funny j

Jeanne Pierson as the father and Virginia Trod
den as the mother were in perfect character and
the laughter of the audience was almost regret164

table when it drowned the prolonged sobbing
of Patricia O'Keefe as Arthur, the repentant
little boy.
Ja?ie Clay^s Mother^ a rhythm play, brief but
extremely difficult to do well, so delighted the
house that it was repeated as an encore the eve
ning of the performance and later included as
part of the athletic exhibit. The Dominican
Olympics.

A memorable part of the dramatic year was

the coming of the Globe Players to Angelico.
We had a Shakespeare fiesta for two days,
packed houses and the unusual excitement of

seeing professionals on the stage and in the wings
of our own hall.

A little disappointing, yet undeniably delight
ful too, was the presentation of Gilbert and
Sullivan's opera. The Gondoliersgiven in An
gelico the last week in April by the Chamber
Opera Company of San Francisco.
The class in the Technique of the Drama
staged two plays in Anne Hathaway House as
a part of their class exercises, and the dramatic
work of the year ended with the May Day Rev
els in the Forest Meadows. The upper and the
lower schools of the Dominican Convent made

part of the pageant; the younger children were
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delightful as the animals for Noah's Ark, and
the tiniest enlivened the afternoon by dancing

as elves. Cecile Grandjean made a beautiful
queen of the May and Virginia Trodden held
her own as Noah.The dramatic year ended with
even greater enthusiasm than that with which
it began.

3
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FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

IN The Classical Bulletin (St. Louis Univer
sity) of October, 1935, appears an article,
*'The Old Is Better," written by the head of
our Classical Language Department. Though
the article gives telling arguments for tried
methods of thorough drill for language learn
ing, I should like to review the writer's fine trib
ute to the ancient classics which she teaches.

"These are," she writes,"the best thought of
the past couched in a form apprehended as most
satisfying because in harmony with the orderly
and coherent processes of human reason." A
study of these classics leads to the "acquisition

of mental grasp and a certain resulting nobility
of mental attitude .... Men (have) studied
Latin through a desire to be immersed in the
stream of traditional European life and learn
ing which was felt to be the perfect and only
way of finding oneself." Later she notes, "In
these days of radio and public speaking,more at
tention than ever is being given to the living
voice and to the self-reliance and initiative that

control it. The modern youth is constantly con
fronted with the necessity of better self-expres
sion j he must make nice discriminations in the
words he uses, and be able to select them cor167

rectly and at a moment's notice. And where
will he find the precision and flowing copious
ness of language demanded for success if not
in the pure and unadulterated waters of the
classical fountain head.?" Finally, she writes,

"Study of these classics leads to the formation of
permanent mental habits that will remedy the
two outstanding defects of the unschooled mind,
incoherence and indefiniteness of ideas."

In the same journal for May, 1936, appears
a second article by this writer entitled, "Values
in Interest," which considers the problem of
creating interest in secondary Latin classes.
After a need is admitted for varying methods

of instruction and objection is raised against giv
ing the name of language teaching to such pro

jects as bridge and siege tower building, a posi
tive program is offered: "Let the Latin class
room,for example, bear on the face of it that it
is the home of Latin"j converse,though simply,
in Latin and quote Latin proverbs as a class pe
riod beginning. Finally, and impressively, the
writer states: "But, of course, every true lover

of Latin knows that the greatest sources of inter
est lie in the idiom, the syntax, the rhythm,
sonorousness and expressiveness of the language,

and in the great literature that has come down to
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us in Latin. These need but to be presented

solidly and appreciatively by a teacher in love
with the work to evoke most lasting and valu
able kind of interest in the pupils." We are in
deed fortunate to have such a one among us.

During this past academic year Miss Dorothy
Clotelle Clarke, the head of our Spanish depart
ment, has distinguished herself through her
many writings which have been accepted for
publication both here and abroad. She has re

viewed nine books j the Modern Language Jour
nal^ the Hispanic Review and Hispania have
each published one of her articles. Two of her

books are to be published: one, Bibliografia de
Versificaci6?t Lspanola^ by the University of
California, the other, Edicion de las Liversas
Rifnas de Vicente Espinely by the Sociedad de
Bibliofelos EspanoleSy Madrid, Spain.
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MRS. HAMILTON'S EXHIBIT

Through an exhibit of the work of Mrs.
Leah Rinne Hamilton in the Guzman Art

Gallery we have become freshly aware of the
honor we have in possessing on our faculty one
of California's leading woman artists. And we
have experienced again the pleasure that we
found in the Callot exhibit in an opportunity
of studying originals.
Mrs. Hamilton's talent is versatile j she has
done excellent work in oils, tempera, wood and
woven tapestry, examples of each of which were
included in the group shown here. On the whole
the work gave evidence of regard for those
things which we are taught to be the foundation
of true art; she draws from the country, the peo

ple and the lives of the people she knows, her
subjects are either pleasant or interesting, she
is sensitive to the demands of unity and form,
and her colors have warmth. Her colors have,

in fact, a jewel-like quality,and though at times
she uses the cooler colors, such as blue and grey,
there is warmth in them.

First, let us consider the oils that seem so

lustrous and alive. She does not always cover the
canvas completely, but certainly always makes
the most of her means. Using a palette knife for
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the most part of her work, she paints as she

draws without any evident outline. Of all the
oils, Winter in Munich is the one I should like
best for my own. In it there seems to be an in
fluence of Cezanne. It vibrates j the design is

beautiful throughout,and though she frequently
uses blue and white, still there is atmosphere
and sparkle that does not seem cold. The Little
Broivn Table is next in my estimation, for there
is a fine sense of light and dark, a clearness, and
that same sparkle. In the small Still Life there
is a rich, juicy color that is most evident in the
apples, and the light and dark pattern is very
pleasing. Little Johan has almost the feeling of
a water color. The larger still life has a beau
tifully thought out design, patterns of light and
dark that have a lovely feeling and a radiant
color. The Portrait is pleasing, with nice ex
pressive eyes; one should note in this also how
well the different shades of white are used on

such a small area of shirt sleeve. Often in her

portraits she uses large areas of blue and still
keeps the feeling of flesh. Girl uoith the Orchid
I enjoyed less than the others, though there is
a pleasant use of repetition and the light is well
used as a design.

Her inclusion of tempera paintings in the
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exhibit is of particular interest to students be
cause of their historical background. This type
of painting originated with the Byzantines, and
gesso-board is used, which is wood covered with
plaster of Paris; this is sandpapered and the
paint is mixed with white of egg. The paint is
applied in layers; the top layer may be scratched
so the second layer of color shows through,
giving a feeling of illumination. Some of Mrs.

Hamilton's tempera compositions show the
Byzantine influence also in their gold leaf back
grounds. In these paintings modern life is por
trayed in many phases. In the temperas she has
a beautiful line and stroke and distorts very well

for effect. The paintings are well thought out,
painted mostly in planes, with effective light
and line, and a magnificent color-quality. The
most pleasing is Childhood with its deep under
standing, delightful figures, beautiful color and

effective line. The most powerful are Spring
of ig^2 and End of the Ride. They are dra
matic, but not overly emphasized, with a wellexpressed feeling. At the Opera is also inter
esting with a fine glowing color and beautiful
proportion.

Her tapestry is a splendid example of that
type of work. Its design is interesting and its
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colors gay and alive. It received highest award
for tapestries at this winter's exhibition of the
San Francisco Society of Women x'^rtists. Her
wood-carving in has relief is a beautiful piece;
though very simple, it has perfect unity and a
fine aesthetic feeling. It is distinctive in the
manner in which she carves down into the wood

to bring the figures out.
Altogether, though I may be prejudiced
through my admiration for her, Mrs. Hamilton
is well deserving of her laurels. She is original,
a quality so important in art, and still not radi
cal; and her deep sympathetic understanding of

life and human nature is well expressed in her
compositions.

Florence Brown,'38.
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MISS GRETTA MAE ADAMS

The departure of an admired member of
the faculty is ever sad, but none can be
more sad than the departure of Miss Adams.
Ten years ago Miss Adams came to Dominican
College and found the Physical Education
Department just beginning to become a reality.
In fact, she recalls for us the days when she
chased the cows off the baseball diamond in
Forest Meadows before the commencement of

a game. Through her ability and enthusiasm,
and her vigorous personality she has built on
the foundations of her predecessor. Miss Laurie

Campbell, and brought the athletic department
to its present status as a vital part of our college.
Not only have we all admired Miss Adams

for her successful program of physical activi
ties and her interesting classes in Hygiene, but
she has been our friend, confidant and advisor.
Now she is to continue her life of unselfish

ness in a field other than teaching. We know

she is anxiously awaited in the East, but we
regret that our friend and teacher must leave

us. Another will come to take her place on

the campus, but no one can replace her in our
affections and memories.

Virginia Vaughan,'36.
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A YEAR WENT BY

The quarter-to-seven ferry from the city,
how unreal and how familiar. It might
more be a week-end than a year, though I
did walk a little faster going up Palm Avenue.
The Fifth Year's a contented remnant of the

proud class of '35, I found quite aloof and
familiarly noisy in "Fifth Avenue," a wing
of Meadowlands. Virginia Flannery, Betty
Rethmeyer, Marjorie McGurk, June McGinnis, Bernice Blennerhassett all practice teaching
with surprising dignity. Helen Karam, look
ing very handsome, back after two years at the
University of Arizona. After the excitement

of seeing everyone, attended an A.A.U.W.
meeting at the home of Evelyn Sharpe, en

countering, en route. Miss Hamilton, just
getting out of a lovely new car in the driveway

of her very charming home on Grand Avenue.
Miss Adams was at the meeting, so were Joan
Hardy, Claire Molencamp and several older
graduates. We ate gingerbread waffles and
"reminisced" with much pleasure and laughter.
The sun shone next morning—so a pleasant

walk past the new Benincasa to Fanjeaux for
breakfast, and the so-long-awaited pleasure of
seeing more ^^dear friends." An old-time Tues175
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day morning breakfast, but there were flowers
in the center of each table. New faces seemed

unbelievably many and the freshmen looked
very knowable. Heard many tales of the

"changes" and the fine times, but thought quite
firmly that they did not begin to equal ours. My
first moment of sentiment came when the early

breakfasters sang, "Welcome Back," and my
second, in the chapel when I discovered how
truly I had missed the liturgical altars of con
troversial memory.

Reserved the pleasure of exploring Benincasa for a lazy moment in the morning when
all dear Sisters had been seen and greeted.

Found it unbelievably spacious and quite as
lovely as those glimpses from the road had
seemed to make it. Have tried several times to

"short-cut" through to Guzman, but think it
simpler to follow the old, familiar road. Ob
ject of much pride at this present is the Shake
speare garden.

Wednesday brought all sociology people
from the city, Anita Bulotti, Angeline Pera,
Dolores Brantley, Mugs Johnson, an astonish
ing number are back, doing fifth year work in
social service or practice teaching.

To lunch one day with Miss Hamilton, Mrs.
Hamilton and Miss Remmen,the latter might176

ily enthusiastic over girls' camps and Mrs.
Hamilton with a very splendid exhibit in the
art gallery.

A surprising amount of news. Jerry Leslie
is married, Helen Lejeal Howard has a baby
daughter, Dolores and Patsy Clyne are mar
ried. Visited Corliss Nolan Guenther's very

charming apartment and understand Helen
Glynn's marriage to Vin Greeley will be an
event of October. Boots Butler is married.
From the Islands came news of the weddings
of Lillie More Watson and Adrienne Balch.

Friday evening was the formal,and so donned
my best two-year-old finery and trekked gladly
to the merry making held this year in the
Palace and seeming to me one of the most

pleasant of all times. A goodly number of
alumnae were present and a very jolly and
friendly spirit prevailed. Helen Thornton and
Marie Rooney were there from thirty-one.
Helen Johnson, Dorothy McAfee, Marg Ca-

sassa, Bernice O'Connell,Jane Heffernan,Nora
Beronio from the next year's group. From last
year it was good to see Fran Lemmelet, Elsa
and Katherine, all attending business college.
Katie Casassa was there, Jerry McDonald who
is doing social service work in the city.
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Many of the class seem to be quietly at home,
among them Catherine Johnson and Fay Win
ters, and in truth a rest was needed. Betty
Keenan does volunteer social service work,

Caroline Rogers writes for a Spokane news
paper. Eileen O'Toole is attending the Na
tional Catholic School of Social Service in

Washington,D.C.,June Schibel is at Columbia
in New York. Lorraine Roux, Elizabeth Ball,
Julie Treat, Lotte Sporleder, Norma Riccomini, Venice Todt, Barbara Stafford, all prac
tice teaching in San Rafael. Louise Zanone is
at Stanford. Helen Hiserman teaches and at

tends the University of Hawaii. Norma Kane
is doing social service work and Lorraine Louni-

bos is teaching in Petaluma.
There are many changes. Life strangely
enough has gone on.
Lois Smith,'35.
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FINIS

Perhaps it is selfish, but there it is^ things
will go on without us, and just the same.
School will commence in September with the
same eager excitement; classes will begin and

new friendships will be made; the week days
will be as long as the ones we knew, but still
there will be the same wonderful week-end

nights with nothing or everything to do; the
high seriousness of Shield day will pass, and
there will come the mingling of sadness and
joy that is the Christmas party, "and we not
there, and we not there." Of course, you say we
can come hack, hut it will never be the same;

that oneness with all this that is our school; it
will not he there. We will come back, yes, but
we will he wearing the wrong things—hats and
the wrong shoes. We will return to the library
and our shoes will click unfamiliarly, the stu
dents we don't know will look up with belliger
ent curiosity. We will go to Chapel and be
put in the wrong seats and not wear veils. We

will walk through the familiar gardens, but the
familiar faces will not be there, and the stu

dents will stop to let us pass and smile politely.
Things will have gone on without us; every
thing will he the same but us, and I am sad.
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PATRONS

A. Carlisle & Co., San Francisco
Alberts Inc., San Rafael
Archibald H. Price, Palace Hotel
Bank of San Rafael
Dr. Arthur Barr
Dr. Thomas Barr

The James H. Barry Company
Bennetts Jewelry Store, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Breen

Carew and English
R. J. Cosgriffs
Katherine Fatjo
De Gregory Paint Co.

Dohemann Motor Co., San Rafael
Dorothy McFee
El Camino Flower Shop
Helen Glynn
Grosjeans & Co., San Rafael

Joe's Taxi, San Rafael
Katherine Hanlon

Lucas Valley Dairy
Joseph O. Hawkins, M.D.
Haydn's, San Rafael

i8o

PATRONS

Henry Hess Co., San Rafael
Hibernia Bank

Home Dairy, San Rafael
Lewis, Inc.

I. Magnin & Co.
Marelli Bros.

Marin Milk Co.

Marin County Wholesale Produce Co.

Pelicano-Rossi Floral Company
Peters Bros. Shoe Co., Oakland
Photographs hy Fisher Studio
Rossi Garage

M rs. Russell Kyle

San Rafael Creamery
San Rafael Mill & Lumber Co.
Sheridan & Bell

Davis Schonwasser & Co.
Sommer & Kaufmann

Tohin & Tohin

Webb and Rogers
Western Union
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